Paradise Valley
Bicycle & Pedestrian Master Plan
Public Open House Meeting
DATE: Wednesday, October 19, 2016

TIME: 5:30-8:00 p.m.

About the Paradise Valley Bicycle & Pedestrian Master Plan
Open House
The Paradise Valley Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan Open House has no set or formal agenda. No formal
discussions and presentations will take place, and there are no audience seats. Instead, information is

provided informally using exhibits and through conversations with the consultant team.

You are

encouraged to give opinions, comments, and preferences through conversations with the consultant
team, and through specific activities at each exhibit.

How to participate in this Open House Meeting
This Open House provides five separate stations, each devoted to a specific area of the plan. At each
area, a member of the Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan consultant team is available to speak with you,
answer your questions, and listen to your ideas about the plan. Each of the areas are listed below. Please
visit the areas that interest you and let us know what you think!
TALK TO THE PLANNER – Jim Coffman, the lead consultant for this Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan is
available to answer your questions, and talk with you about your ideas for the Master Plan. This location
also includes information about current conditions regarding bicycle and pedestrian facilities in Paradise
Valley.
ROUTES – What are the potential locations for future bicycle and pedestrian facilities in Paradise Valley.
Review a map of potential locations for bicycle and pedestrian routes.

Talk with Justin Azevedo, and

show us on the map, where you think bicycles and pedestrians should be located. Put your ideas on the
DESIGN – How should streets with bicycle and pedestrian facilities be designed to accommodate these
users?

Review and rank three design options showing how pedestrian and bicycle facilities can be
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included along major streets and significant washes in Paradise Valley. Talk with the designer about your
ideas for how we should provide these facilities in Paradise Valley.
WAYFINDING AND TECHNOLOGY – How do people know where bicycle and pedestrian facilities are
located, what they connect to, and where they lead? How can we use technology and information to
share important information with cyclists and pedestrians who may live here, or may be visiting town?
Review concepts for signs and talk with the project graphic designers about your ideas.
PROJECT PRIORITIES – Which projects are most important to creating a safe and pleasant bicycling and
walking environment within the town?

Rank the criteria that will be used to identify and prioritize

projects for inclusion in the master plan and for design, funding and development. Talk with planners
about what you think should be considered in selecting a bicycle or pedestrian Master Plan Project.
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